KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C/D Z.3

LOCUS CD Z8000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Topsoil

BEG. LEVEL(S) NW 464.65 NE 464.92
      SW 464.45 SE 464.46

END LEVEL(S) NW 464.26 NE 464.52
      SW 464.17 SE 464.13

UNDER LOCUS (ES) NA

OVER LOCUS(ES) Z8001

UNITS IN LOCUS:
C/D Z.3 001

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 32 kg FINE NA UNID .20

LOM Arab

SPAN/CONDITION Byzantine - Arab j Par

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE NA HELL. MOULDMADE NA ROMAN NA

3. COINS K99 C19

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. NA

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT NA

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Topsoil. Soft grey-brown soil matrix with cobble-sized stone inclusion and scant ceramic. Varying depth, as it collected between and around large stone tumble (locus Z8001).
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C/D 7.8
LOCUS CD 78001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Architectural rubble

BEG. LEVEL(S) NW 464.26 NE 464.52 SW 464.12 SE 464.13
END LEVEL(S) NW 463.79 NE 463.75 SW 463.80 SE 463.71

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CD 78000 OVER LOCUS (ES) CD 78002

UNITS IN LOCUS:

C/D 7.8
002
003
004
005

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.57 kg FINE 0.2 kg UNID 3.34 kg

LDM Arab (modern)

SPAN/CONDITION Archaeo → modern Arab; Fair

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE NA HELL. MOULDMADE NA ROMAN NA

3. COINS NA

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. K79 P23

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT NA

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

A dense deposit of medium and large stone (architectural
collapse/rubble) debris. Many of the blocks were worked. Excavation
of CD 78001 revealed wall CD 78002 in the SW corner of the
2 x 2.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA c/d 7.8
LOCUS c/d 78002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) E 464.17 w 464.33
END LEVEL(S) E 463.68 w 463.71

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CD 78001
OVER LOCUS(ES) UNEXCAVATED

UNITS IN LOCUS:
NA

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. NA FINE NA UNID NA

LDM NA

SPAN/CONDITION NA

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE NA HELM MOULDMADE NA ROMAN NA

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

[8002] is the small section of ashlar-masonry wall in the SW corner of the 2x2 probe. In section the wall is preserved so 2 preserved blocks } no bonding apparent

Unfortunately the density of the rubble [8001] made it impossible to fully excavate the wall.